The meeting was called to order by Pres. Bob Liffring in the Territorial Room at 7:00 p.m. Field's statement on fee increases in the minutes was corrected to read "the resolution could be rewritten."

Liffring reported that the new Charles M. Russell High School in Great Falls wants to use the tune of MSU's song "Up With Montana", but needs permission since it is copyrighted under ASMSU. ROSS MOVED THAT THE CHARLES M. RUSSELL HIGH SCHOOL BE GRANTED PERMISSION TO USE "UP WITH MONTANA" FOR THEIR SCHOOL SONG. SECONDED BY EDWARDS. MOTION PASSED WITH BOWLER, BEHAN AND LARSON OPPOSING AND FIELD ABSTAINING.

Liffring announced that Sentinel pictures would be taken next meeting. He reported on the Governor's Prayer Breakfast and MSPA meeting in Helena.

VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT

Traditions Board - Nikki Paulsrud, Chairman, reported that changes in Homecoming would be made so that floats will be judged prior to the parade, the theme will be chosen spring quarter by the Homecoming Committee with the approval of Traditions Board, and that the Homecoming Dance will follow the Friday night entertainment. Cheerleaders will not be chosen spring quarter by application and then tryout, and the head cheerleader will be chosen by interview. She announced that there will be a Cub cheer squad. Patti O'Laughlin will be the candidate for the Miss USA cheerleading contest. Paulsrud said that T-Board wished to recommend Dage Davies or Cindy Wood for Homecoming Chairman and Brett Asselstine for Parents Day Chairman. Traditions Board might sponsor a contest to choose a new school crest.

Publications Board - Ray Cosman, Chairman, reported that Publications Board wished to recommend Ellen Broadus for M Book Editor. ROSS MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD APPOINT ELLEN BROADUS AS M BOOK EDITOR. SECONDED BY EDWARDS. MOTION PASSED WITH CROMWELL AND FIELD ABSTAINING. Cosman announced that the position of Kaimin Sports Editor will be held open another week. Cosman said that Publications Board wished to recommend Tom Behan for the position of Kaimin News Editor. BOWLER MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD APPOINT TAN GENE DIXON AS KAIMIN NEWS EDITOR. SECONDED BY ROSS. MOTION PASSED WITH COLE ABSTAINING.

Venture Name Change - TANGEN MOVED THAT THE TWO PROPOSED BYLAW CHANGES CONCERNING THE VENTURE BE TAKEN OFF THE TABLE. SECONDED BY BOWLER. TANGEN MOVED THAT VENTURE BE DROPPED AS THE NAME OF THE CAMPUS LITERARY MAGAZINE. SECONDED BY BOWLER. MOTION PASSED WITH BROWN AND CROMWELL ABSTAINING. BEHAN MOVED THAT THE SECOND MOTION BE CONSIDERED. SECONDED BY BOWLER. MOTION PASSED WITH FIELD, CROMWELL, AND BROWN ABSTAINING.

Budget and Finance - Bill Hibbs, Chairman, reported that the Friends of the Library requested a $1000 donation. HIBBS MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD DONATE $500 TO THE FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY. BEHAN AMENDED THE MOTION TO READ THAT CENTRAL BOARD DONATE $1000 TO THE FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY. SECONDED BY LARSON. Cole expressed approval of the $1000 donation, while Ross opposed it. Brown said that this is the best way to serve the University. Cathie Wohlhouse explained that the Friends of the Library is an independent organization that makes money by asking for gifts, and its purpose is to enrich the library. Cole stated that student government has a wide spectrum of responsibility and donations such as this should be high on our priority list. Field said that the quality of the library lies in the value of the BA degree. QUESTIONS WAS CALLED FOR ON THE AMENDMENT - THE AMENDMENT WAS DEFEATED WITH BEHAN, CHRISTIAN, EDWARDS, MEAD, ROSS, TANGEN, AND ULYATT IN FAVOR; BOWLER, COLE, CROMWELL, FIELD, HIBBS, LARSON, BROWN, AND WEGGEMANN OPPOSED. QUESTION WAS CALLED FOR ON THE ORIGINAL MOTION - MOTION PASSED WITH BOWLER, COLE, CROMWELL, FIELD, HIBBS, LARSON, BROWN, AND WEGGEMANN IN FAVOR OF IT AND BEHAN, CHRISTIAN, EDWARDS, MEAD, ROSS, TANGEN, AND ULYATT OPPOSED.

Planning Board - Tom Behan, Chairman, reported that the FM station report will be finished soon.
Bylaw changes — BEHAN MOVED THAT THE MOTION TO CHANGE DIV. II, ART. VI, SEC. 3 BE TAKEN OFF THE TABLE. SECONDED BY EDWARDS. BEHAN MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD ACCEPT THIS BYLAW CHANGE. SECONDED BY EDWARDS. Liffring said that we should state the specific purposes of this advisor. MOTION PASSED WITH FIELD ABSTAINING.

BEHAN MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD ACCEPT THE MOTION CONCERNING A BYLAW CHANGE OF DIV. II, ART. X, SEC. 1 BE TAKEN OFF THE TABLE. SECONDED BY COLE. MOTION PASSED WITH FIELD AND CROMWELL ABSTAINING.

Fee Increase — Behan proposed that additional wording be added to the resolution on fee increases by adding "students enrolled in any university unit previous to or during the academic year of 1964-65." BEHAN MOVED THAT THIS ADDITION BE MADE TO THE RESOLUTION. SECONDED BY HIBBS. MOTION WAS DEFEATED WITH BEHAN, BOWLER, EDWARDS, LARSON, TANGEN, AND WEGGENMAN IN FAVOR; CHRISTIAN, COLE, HIBBS, MEAD, ROSS, BROWMAN, ULYATT OPPOSED; CROMWELL AND FIELD ABSTAINED.

Name Change — Behan reported that changing the name of ASMSU will not require a vote by the students since we are a part of the University.

Behan introduced a proposal from Budget and Finance for a bylaw change to add to Div. II, Art. II, Sec. 2, No. 1 the following: "or any organization can receive a fixed percentage of the budget with the approval of Budget and Finance and Central Board. This fixed percentage of the budget shall be reconsidered by Budget and Finance and Central Board once each fiscal year." BEHAN MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD ACCEPT THIS BYLAW CHANGE. SECONDED BY LARSON. Hibbs suggested that this be taken back to the committees for further study. BEHAN REMOVED HIS MOTION, AND LARSON REMOVED HER SECOND TO THE MOTION.

Montana Forum — Chairman Bob Worcester and members of Montana Forum informed Central Board that they are organizing a student-faculty interest group to discuss campus issues and problems. He said that it would have defined membership, but it would be suspended by the Faculty Senate and the Associated Students. He suggested that Paul Reagor be Planning Board's representative to this committee. BEHAN MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD APPOINT PAUL REAGOR AS PLANNING BOARD'S REPRESENTATIVE TO THIS GROUP. SECONDED BY EDWARDS. MOTION PASSED WITH CHRISTIAN ABSTAINING. WEGGENMAN MOVED THAT JOHN ROSS BE APPOINTED CENTRAL BOARD'S REPRESENTATIVE TO THIS INTEREST GROUP. SECONDED BY TANGEN. Discussion followed in which Behan endorsed this committee as a good intellectual group that could do what we might not be able to do in our day-to-day operations. Worcester explained that this committee is in an experimental stage and if it is successful, it might be made permanent.

QUESTIONS WAS CALLED FOR ON THE MOTION ON THE FLOOR. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

SPECIAL COMMITTEES — Cole reported that his fee increase study would have to wait until state legislatures in those states he is studying are adjourned;

NEW BUSINESS — Hibbs introduced for consideration the possibility of establishing weekly or bimonthly meetings between the ASMSU Business Manager and committee chairmen or treasurers.


Absent: KNIGHT, ASSELSTINE.

Respectfully submitted,

Lela Weggenman

ASMSU Secretary